In Memoriam: David A. Pels
The CBA Pro Bono Committee Says Goodbye to Its Longest-Serving Member

By CECIL J. THOMAS

It is hard to say farewell, especially in these difficult and uncertain times, when our traditional forms of gathering, of saying goodbye to those who have left us, are so changed. And yet, the essence of farewell remains the same. We keep those we have lost alive in our memories, in purposeful tributes, in the (virtual) gathering of community, in the spoken and written word, in the actions we take in furtherance of lessons taught, and examples set. On behalf of the CBA Pro Bono Committee, I share a few words of remembrance and gratitude in honor of our longest-serving member, Attorney David A. Pels.

David A. Pels, who spent his 45-year career representing tenants facing eviction at various Connecticut legal aid programs, passed away this July. David was the model legal aid lawyer—tenacious and creative in his work, deeply committed to his clients, willing to raise and pursue issues to whatever end was necessary to obtain justice. During his long and inspiring career, David represented tens of thousands of tenants facing eviction, as one of a small handful of legal aid attorneys that constitute the only eviction defense bar in Connecticut. He helped define landlord-tenant law, starting in the earliest days of Connecticut’s Housing Courts, and obtained countless precedent-setting victories for low-income tenants over his many decades of work.

David was also the longest-serving member of the CBA Pro Bono Committee. The Pro Bono Committee, in its current form, was established in 1989. He became a member at its formation that year, and remained an active member for 31 years. David regularly conducted eviction defense trainings through the CBA’s Pro Bono Committee and other groups, to provide support to attorneys in private practice who had agreed to provide pro bono legal representation. Despite his retirement in July of 2019, and his struggles with a serious illness, David volunteered for the CBA’s Annual Pro Bono Legal Clinics in October of 2019, attended committee meetings throughout the year, and was appointed by the CBA to the Board of Directors of Statewide Legal Services in May of 2020. David was invested in committee efforts to expand access to justice to low-income tenants facing eviction in Connecticut, and was planning to volunteer his time in furtherance of those efforts.

David was not one to seek the limelight, and I can almost see and hear his likely reaction to this tribute: an eyebrow raised in skepticism, his signature scoff showing that he placed little stock in pomp and circumstance. David, of course, received many honors for his exemplary career—from the Public Housing Residents Network in 2015, the CBA Charles J. Parker Legal Services Award in 2016, and posthumously, the Connecticut Bar Foundation Legal Services Leadership Award in 2020. On behalf of the CBA Pro Bono Committee, it is my honor to be able to share this remembrance of one of our most dedicated and respected members.

I had the privilege and honor of working closely with David. He was a zealous advocate, deeply beloved by his clients, and feared by his opponents. His uncompromising commitment to his clients, and his encyclopedic knowledge of the law, were awe-inspiring. He was a great teacher and most participant, especially if you enjoyed his penchant for the Socratic method, and his love of blistering questioning. David took the hard cases, and represented tenants who had difficult issues, because he understood the complexities of poverty, and never sought to judge anyone for the manner in which they navigated those difficulties.

David and I were different in many ways, but our differences never seemed material to our work together. He never failed to treat me as an equal, to show me that he respected my perspectives and opinion, and that he trusted my judgment as a colleague. As a young, first-generation lawyer seeking to find my way in this profession...
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fession, that camaraderie and bond was always deeply meaningful to me. I’ve devoted a fair amount of time in efforts to understand and address our profession’s diversity, equity, and inclusion challenges. When I think of moments of meaningful inclusion, in my own professional life, my work with David comes to mind immediately. I was proud to work alongside him, to share in so many hard-fought battles and challenges, and to face some of my own with his advice and guidance.

Although we e-mailed frequently afterwards, the last time I saw David was during a virtual Pro Bono Committee meeting at the end of the 2019-2020 bar year. As I begin my service as chair of the Pro Bono Committee, I miss David’s presence and wisdom. I miss his e-mails inquiring about projects, or offering (sometimes unsolicited) advice on new initiatives. I miss his dry sense of humor and the opportunity to occasionally tease him (while privately maintaining a healthy sense of terror while doing so). I feel a deep sense of sadness that we will never share another one of his tightly-timed working lunches, and laugh when I think of my early efforts to expand his repertoire of lunch venues. I miss the ability to ask for his insight and perspectives on tough legal questions, especially as we face an unprecedented impending eviction crisis.

The Connecticut Bar Association, and particularly its Pro Bono Committee, will always be indebted to David Pels for his service and example. If you are interested in helping to further his legacy, here are a few ways that you can do so:

Volunteer through CBA Pro Bono Connect: As Connecticut faces an oncoming eviction crisis, tenants, who are self-represented in over 90 percent of evictions, will need your help. Volunteer at ctbar.org/probonoconnect and select “Housing: Eviction Defense.” Take the Pro Bono Pledge, agreeing to take one eviction case in the coming year, and you’ll receive immediate access to on-demand training materials, which include an eviction defense training manual that Attorney Pels helped to prepare.

Donate to the David A. Pels Homelessness Prevention Fund at the Connecticut Bar Foundation: The David A. Pels Homelessness Prevention Fund was established at the Connecticut Bar Foundation in 2019, upon David’s retirement. The fund provides small financial grants to tenants facing the threat of eviction or housing subsidy termination, to allow them to remain in their housing. Visit ctbarfdn.org/donate to participate.

Thank you for allowing me to share these few words to honor the memory of my friend, mentor, and role model, Attorney David A. Pels. He will be sorely missed, but never forgotten.
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